
ORGANIZATIONAL CHART OF LUSH COSMETICS

carriagehouseautoresto.com has claimed Lush uses many toxic ingredients, such as The organizational structure is flat
management style, meaning there is.

Lush Australia director Peta Granger said staff across the retail and manufacturing businesses have been
underpaid since due to incorrect interpretations of the retail award. Since they have no marketing department,
they do not advertise on a big scale. Although it's competition is mainly The Body Shop and other Indian
Herbal and Ayurvedic products, Lush needs to create a physical awareness of it's brand in the market to
increase its customer base. It uses organic and natural ingredients wherever possible and minimises the use of
artificial minerals. They educate customers and help them in picking products that would suit their particular
skin type. Lush is a limited partnership. Since Lush is an independent retailer, it can expand into departmental
stores such as selfridges and debenhams to create awareness of its physical presence. The fragrance is very
inviting and any one would know if Lush is around the corner. Organizational charts display businesses from
different aspects depending on the nature of the business and the needs of the chart creators. This company
started in England and a Canadian couple Mark and Karen Wolverton on one of their vacation trips decided to
introduce it to North America. The brand can also hold a 'Trunk Show' in-store, whereby they can invite
customers to educate them further about the importance of using organic cosmetics. Lush is also best known
for their bath bombs which are solid bars of sodium bicarbonate , citric acid , essential oils and natural butters
that fizz out and can produce an array of colours. With the advancement in today's technology, more men and
women are flocking to have expensive cosmetic procedures done. In a way it tries to communicate the essence
of real minerals and salts and the benefits that come from using such cosmetics. Solid shampoos as well as
"Toothy Tabs" which are solid toothpaste tablets are also available for purchase online and in retail stores. In
the beginning, the company struggled to get started, but now a multimillion dollar and still growing enterprise,
M. This will reach an audience that is not aware of its product offerings and will attract potential customers.
Lime is a public limited company. The employees can have an informal meet-and-greet session with its
customer base. But now, the cosmetics are also sold to anyone who wants to buy it. Nowadays, Lush become
very popular around the world developing steadily. Lime specializes in phone and internet industry. The
organization emphasizes handmade, organic products that use natural ingredients sourced in an ethical
manner. Nowadays, far more than cosmetics and skin care products, the beauty industry The structure and
headings of accounts should assist in consistent posting of transactions. Introduction 2. Situational Analysis 2.
Shower : Smoothie shower soaps, shower jelly, butter creams, gels and emotibombs. If I were to change one
thing at the organization I work at, I would implement transitioning from paper charting to using Electronic
Medical Records, or EMR to the system as a whole. The shop itself looks colourful and fun. It publishes
mini-magazines and keeps them in-stores to provide information, Lush can also start distributing it at exciting
and young venues like cinemas, bars and cafes. Current products pricing 2. They often contain fruits and
vegetables such as grapefruit juice, vanilla beans, aloe vera, avocado butter, rosemary oil, fresh papaya , and
coconut [29]. As of July , Lush began selling their "Emotional Brilliance" makeup collection, which includes
liquid lipsticks, liquid eyeliners, and cream shadows. In a shop in Poole, they hand-made products upstairs that
were being sold downstairs. It encourages customers to not hide behind makeup but to reveal their natural
beauty. Current product analysis 2. As a result, women are looking for guidance from a variety of sources
including both online and in-store.


